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"Dealing with Conflict in our Relationships" 

May 16th, 2021 

Intro: 

 

- Today could be 1 of the Most Important Messages I've shared in a Longtime 

 - B/c we are living in a world that is Deeply Divided in every arena & 

 context of life. 

  - Conflict Abounds in Relationships Everywhere!!! 

 - The last year has Separated Friends / Family Members / Households / 

 Workplaces / & Churches!!! 

  - LADY IN FOYER - "We can't even talk to his family..." 

  - FRIEND - "Our friends came over & it was awful & awkward..." 

  - MARRIED COUPLE - "We aren't sleeping in the same room..." 

 

- There is Help for us & for our World & it comes from God's Word! 

 - We believe the Bible holds Truth & the answer for Any situation & 

 problem we face, 

  - & Conflict in our Relationships is no different. 

 - We've got to Learn what the Bible says about Conflict! 

  - So, are you ready? 

 

- I'm probably going to say some things you don't like & don't want to hear, 

but I believe if we'll open our hearts, God, NOT MATT, will speak  to us, & 

we can get better at being imperfect in conflict together! 

 

PRAY  

5 Truths about Conflict in our Relationships: 

 

1. Conflict is a part of life & relationships. 

  

 A. Conflict is an inevitable in our Relationships! 

  - We don't want it to be, but it is. 

  - Ever since the Garden of Eden, mankind has struggled in our  

  Relationships, b/c as we've been saying, "We are ALL Imperfect!" 

   - That struggle is called, "Conflict." 



 

 B. I worry about the couple who has said, "We never fight." 

  - Then I would say, "One or both of you are not being truthful in  

  your relationship!" 

  - Jade - "Sharing our hearts..." "Fight / Argue / Disagreement" 

 

 C. Conflict existed all over the New Testament... 

  - Most of the Letters in the N.T. were written BECAUSE OF Conflict 

  in the Local Church.   

 

Luke 9:46 - The disciples were arguing about who would be the greatest 

Acts 6:1-4 - the widows complained about food distribution 

Philippians 4:1-3 - 2 Women were fighting - Help these women figure this out! 

Romans 14-15 - Paul addresses disagreements about what to eat & not eat / 

wear & not wear / how to give thanks for food / Etc. 

 - All over the Bible & the N.T. specifically, we see conflict!!! 

 

Acts 15:36 "Sometime later Paul said to Barnabas, “Let us go back and visit 

the believers in all the towns where we preached the word of the Lord and 

see how they are doing.” 

 

v. 37-38 "Barnabas wanted to take John, also called Mark, with them, but 

Paul did not think it wise to take him, because he had deserted them in 

Pamphylia and had not continued with them in the work. 

 

v. 39-40 "They had such a sharp disagreement that they parted company. 

Barnabas took Mark and sailed for Cyprus, but Paul chose Silas and left, 

commended by the believers to the grace of the Lord. 

 - These guys were so divided that they literally split & went 2 

 different directions!!! 

  - This is the Beginning of Church History!!! Divided / Conflict! 

  - They were so deeply divided over a Person, btw, that they   

  couldn't continue to do ministry together!!! Wow!!! 

 - Conflict is a Part of Life & Relationship.  

 

 



2. Conflicts arise over Differing Opinions, Perspectives & Expectations.  

 

 A. Paul & Barnabas had Different Thoughts on the Qualifications of a 

 Team Member: namely, John Mark! 

  - Paul was like, "He abandoned us once, I'm not doing that again!" 

  - Barnabas was like, "He's a kid, he deserves another chance!" 

   - ? Who was right? wrong? Both / Neither??? 

 

 B. Conflict comes into a Relationship whenever we See something from 

 a Perspective different from Someone Else! 

  - This is Every Person on the Face of the Planet! 

   - SITTING IN A DIFFERENT SECTION IN CHURCH ILL. 

    - I saw it differently!!! 

  - LOOKING AT A BOOK ILL. 

   - You see the cover, I see the back, who is right / wrong? 

   - Both of us & Neither, all at the same time! 

 

 C. ILLS. 

  - If you Grew Up in a Poor Home / Neighborhood, you see the world 

  differently than someone who grew up in affluence. 

  - If you grew up w/ money & resources, you see the world diff. than 

  someone who grew up poor & struggled. 

 

 D. How we see the world is how we think the world is! 

  - It is our "Worldview." 

  - Don't hear this through the TV NEWS Definition of Worldview,  

  hear it through the "Individual Definition." 

  - Worldview: "Our Individual View-of-the-World." 

   - No 2 Worldviews are the same! 

  - And THAT Creates Conflict!!! 

 

James 4:1 "What causes quarrels and what causes fights among you? Is it 

not this, that your passions are at war within you?" (ESV) 

 - At the end of the day, it is our "Passions," our "Way of Seeing & 

 Wanting the World to be" that are warring against our relationships!!! 

 



3. Conflicts are an Opportunity for Growth. 

 

 A. The goal of Conflict, in God's Eyes, is growth & maturity in ourselves 

 & in the relationship!!! 

  - We think: The Goal is to Win the argument & convince them of  

  our Rightness. 

  - God thinks: The Goal is Christlikeness. 

   - & He will use Conflict in our Lives at every level, to grow  

   Christlikeness is us!!! 

 

James 4:2 (NIV) "You desire but do not have, so you kill. You covet but you 

cannot get what you want, so you quarrel and fight." 

 

v. 3-4 "When you ask, you do not receive, because you ask with wrong 

motives, that you may spend what you get on your pleasures. You 

adulterous people, don’t you know that friendship with the world means 

enmity against God? Therefore, anyone who chooses to be a friend of the 

world becomes an enemy of God." 

 - IOW, if you let your flesh lead in your Rel's it never works out right! 

 

v. 5-6 "Or do you think Scripture says without reason that he jealously longs 

for the spirit he has caused to dwell in us? But he gives us more grace. That 

is why Scripture says: “God opposes the proud but shows favor to the 

humble.” 

 B. God allows Conflict in our Relationships to get our attention so we 

 can see those parts of us that still look more like the World than like 

 Jesus! 

 

 C. MWK ILL - I know this is true for me! & it is SO HARD to Remember 

 in the heat of the moment! 

  - B/c I want to WIN the ARGUMENT & I'm pretty good at it! 

  - But God is trying to Use a Relational Conflict to help me see  

  something IN ME that isn't LIKE HIM!!! 

   - Patience / Kindness / Understanding / Greater Empathy /  

   Surrendering my will /  

    - Every. Single. Time. 



4. Conflicts don't have to Lead to Sin.  

 

 A. This is SO HUGE!!!  

  - The devil wants us our Relational Conflicts to lead to Sin which  

  always leads to death... 

 

James 1:14-15 "...Each person is tempted when they are dragged away by 

their own evil desire and enticed. Then, after desire has conceived, it gives 

birth to sin; and sin, when it is full-grown, gives birth to death." 

 

 B. How many of us have seen & experienced "Death in our 

 Relationships" b/c Evil entered & it got personal & vindictive & ugly?!? 

  - We all have! 

  - We sin against others when we Demonization, Polarize &   

  Patronize them with our words. 

 

 C. Paul never demonized Barnabas. 

  - He didn't agree with him, it even separated the relationship, but  

  nowhere in Scripture do we ever see Paul speaking negatively  

  about Barnabas.  

 

 D. MIP: As Followers of Jesus, we should NEVER let our Opinion or 

 Perspective on a matter lead us to Violence or Hate Speech, or Anger 

 or Mean-Spiritedness. 

  - All these things will NEVER produce the righteousness of God  

  that we say we desire in our Relationships. (or in our nation) 

 

James 1:20 (BLB) "... for man's anger does not produce the righteousness of 

God." 

 

Ephesians 4:26 "In your anger do not sin," Do not let the sun go down while 

you are still angry..." (NIV) 

 

 E. God's Word also warns us about Airing our "Private Differences" in 

 a "Public Forum." 

 



1 Corinthians 6:1 "If any of you has a dispute with another, do you dare to 

take it before the ungodly for judgment instead of before the Lord’s people?" 

 

v. 4 "Therefore, if you have disputes about such matters, do you ask for a 

ruling from those whose way of life is scorned in the church? " 

 

 F. This verse is talking about Airing our "Private Differences" in "Public 

 Venues." 

  - Social Media has now given us a platform to do just that! 

  - The court of "Public Opinion" is ALWAYS in session online! 

  - As Christians, our "Online Platform" should NEVER be used to  

  tear down another person or party or perspective! 

   - It's not Christlike & it does not promote the Love of Jesus  

   that our World desperately needs in order to be Healed!!! 

  - If you want to "Change" your "Opponent" win them with Love,  

  not condemnation & disrespect! 

   - Honor always opens the door, Dishonor slams it shut! 

 

5. Conflicts can Result in MORE UNITY, if we will Stay Humble & Stay in Love.  

 

2 Timothy 4:11 "Only Luke is with me. Get Mark and bring him with you, 

because he is helpful to me in my ministry." 

 

 A. The author of 2/3rds of the N.T. admitted he had seen it wrong! 

  - Paul Humbled himself.  

  - Paul was changed by the conflict!!!  

 

 B. MWK/SJK ILL - So many times, Sarah & I have gotten stronger, or a 

 Friendship has gotten stronger, not b/c of a Lack of Conflict, but 

 BECAUSE we grew THROUGH the Conflict. 

  - WEIGHT LIFTING ILL. - We get stronger b/c of struggle, not in  

  spite of it. 

 

 C. The Key is Humility!!! 

  - This is true in EVERY ARENA of LIFE! 



   - Politically - We've forgotten that the goal is not to Defeat  

   them, but to build a More Perfect Union! 

    - One Nation Under God - means we Trust God,   

    regardless of who's in office! 

 

   - Friends - If there's a rift, it's b/c we've lost our tolerance for 

   Living in the Tension & Appreciating another's point of view, 

   & instead, we've become obsessed with our point of view &  

   winning the fight.  

  - Maturity is Selflessness & the Ability to live in this tension. 

   - Work - If there's division, you can find your way forward by 

   listening, humility & surrender. 

   - Kids / Parents - Listen / Humility / Love. 

   - Spouse - Listen / Humility / Love.  

 

1 Timothy 1:5 "The goal of this command is love, which comes from a pure 

heart and a good conscience and a sincere faith." 

 - With that combination, we can get through Any Conflict in Jesus' 

 Name! 

 

Challenge:  

 

- ? Where are you "in conflict"?  

 - ? How have you been "Seeing" it? As a bad thing?  

  - Or as an Opportunity to see something in YOURSELF that God is 

  trying to reveal to you? 

 - ? Where do you need to Humble yourself? 

 

TIME OF PRAYER  

 

 


